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It is shown that the conditional probability density function of Y, given 
(l/n)z;=,Y,Y:=Z,whereY,,Y, ,..., Y, are i.i.d. p-oariate uniform random vectors 
with mean 0 equals to that of Y, given (l/n)Cf=i Y,Yi=Z, where Y,, Y,, . . . . Y, 
are i.i.d. p-variate normal random vectors with mean 0 and covariance matrix Z. 
0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to present the followingfinite sample property 
of the conditional probability density functions (pdfs) of multivariate 
uniform and multivariate normal random vectors. 
2. A THEOREM AND ITS PROOF 
THEOREM. Let Y I, Y,, . . . . Y, be i.i.d. p-variate uniform random vectors 
with mean 0. The support is any open set U in RP such that 
i (Y 
19 ...3 Yn): k .i Yi YfzC 
I 
cux ... xu. 
r=l 
Then, the conditional pdf of Y I given (l/n) Cr=, Y,Yf = C is the same as 
that of Y, given (l/n) Cy=‘=, Y,Yi=E:, where Y,, Y,, . . . . Y, are i.i.d.p-variate 
normal random vectors with mean 0 and covariance matrix IE. 
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Proof: Define an np-dimensional vector y*, an (n - 1) p-dimensional 
vector yp’ and an np x np matrix X, as 
YI 
y*= Y2 
i: Yn 
Y? 
i ii 
3 
yf)= y3 
Yll 
and 
where I,, is the n x n identity matrix and A@B means the Kronecker 
product of the matrices A and B. Also, let 
and 
where [[All means a norm of the matrix A. It may be any subordinate 
norm, or the Euclidean norm or the spectral norm. 
For any y* E G,, the following holds: 
Jy:C;‘y,-npl= trace i ylZP1y. -np I L, ’ J I 
trace 
( 
X-l i yiyjMTZI, 
i= I )I 
trace X:- [ ‘(il, YiYW)]l 
<p X:-l f yiy:--nE 
II ( i=l )ll 
<p IIC-‘II i YiYf-nx 
II i= 1 /I 
drip ll~~‘ll E. (1) 
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The conditional pdf of y, given G is 
The denominator of the ratio is 
Thus, Inequality (1) implies that 
The following inequalities can be similarly shown: 
ev{Ml - 11x-‘II ~I/21 < 
j-G8 dy:’ 
SG,exP(-Y:~:,‘Y,/2)dy:2’ 
<exp(np(l + IIE-‘II &J/2). 
These inequalities imply that 
jGjy* SG,exPt-Y:C,‘Y,/2)dylt’ 
exp{ -np IF’II E} <------- 
fc,dd+? SG,~~P(-Y:~~‘Y,/~)~Y, 
<exp(np II~c-‘ll E}. 
Therefore, the following holds: 
f G, dY ‘,” 
f(yIIG)=ri_moff(YIIG,)= lim - 
“’ jG,dY* 
SC, (2n)-nP’2 det(Y&.-“* eXp( -y!&‘y*/2) dy$’ 
=%I SC, (27rhnp” det(X,)-‘I* exp( -y:Zc,‘y,/2) dy, 
Here &yl I H) is the conditional pdf of Y, given H, where Y, is the 
np-variate normal random vector with mean 0 and covariance matrix X+; 
i.e., Y,,Y, ,..., Y, are i.i.d. p-variate normal random vectors with mean 0 
and variance X. Q.E.D. 
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The above theorem is a finite version of the previous conditional limit 
theorems about large deviation problems (see, e.g., [l-3]). It implies that 
a normal random vector is the nearest in the Kullback-Leibler sense to a 
unz~orm random vector under the sample covariance constraint. 
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